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Victorinox Official Swiss Army Knife Survival Guide
Popular Mechanics
Some survival guides explain the basics of how to make primitive tools. But do you know how to actually
successful hunt with spear, throwing stick, bola, or primitive bow? Making tools that you do not know
how to hunt with will not get you to meat. If you’re hunting with primitive weapons, especially crude
survival weapons you’ve made in the field under actual survival conditions, you must adapt your strategy
to the weapons available or go hungry. Author James M. Ayres grew up in the Midwest hunting squirrels,
rabbits, and other small game with bows, spears, atlatls, and bolas he made myself. He has hunted with
bow, spear, net, and other primitive weapons with the Lacandon in Yucatán, the Igorots in the
Philippines, the K’iche’ in Guatemala, the Sasak in Indonesia, and others. In Survival Knives, he shares
his knowledge so you, too, can survive using such tools and weapons. It’s not enough to have a knife and
know how to make basic hunting weapons. That’s craftsmanship—not survival. Nor is it enough simply to
have a knife when trapped in an emergency situation, like a collapsed building. You need to know how to
conserve your knife and use it properly to escape so that it will not break and you are not injured.
Learn how to use survival knives, and how to use the tools and weapons you can make with the knife—not
only in wilderness, but also in urban areas, foreign countries, and disaster zones such as earthquakes,
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floods, fires, and civil insurrections.

Wilderness Survival Knives
A complete guide to all kinds of knives.

Knife Throwing
Gung-ho
The Edgemaster's Handbook
Whether you’re hunting, fishing, camping, cooking, or facing a life-or-death survival situation one
thing is certain: you need a good knife. In this authoritative book, Eddie Nickens, Field & Stream
editor at large and author of The Total Outdoorsman tells you everything you need to know about choosing
the right knife for the job, using it correctly, keeping it sharp, and more.? ?Detailed “design
workshops” provide an in-depth education in what makes a great knife, as well as how to choose the right
knife for the job. Hands-on practical tips detail how to use your knife in a wide range of everyday, onthe-go, and even life-and-death situations, from whittling a tent peg to dispatching a wild hog.?
?Special features celebrate the greatest knives ever made, and the craftsmen who changed the game
forever. For everyone from the casual camper looking to find the right all-around tool to carry on his
belt to the connoisseur and collector who can tell a Victorinox from a Wenger at 100 paces.

Staying Alive
Complete Book of Outdoor Lore and Woodcraft
The survival bible
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From the combat-tested, slash-and-thrust blade to me no-nonsense, general-purpose survival knife, this
book shows you which type of blade suits your need best. For the man who really uses his knife, it
covers utility blades, hollow-handled survival knives, survival kits, folders, combat and streetfighting
knives and knife specs and evaluations.

The Military Book Club's Survival Manual
The Whole Ocean Catalog
Disaster Preparedness; Urban Preppers with Kids, Pets & Parents
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the outdoor experience with great
stories, compelling photography, and sound advice while honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen
have passed down for generations.

United States Army Aviation Digest
Student handout
Survival Knives
Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and enabling them to go more
places and enjoy nature more often. The authority on active adventure, Backpacker is the world's first
GPS-enabled magazine, and the only magazine whose editors personally test the hiking trails, camping
gear, and survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice Awards, an industry honor recognizing
design, feature and product innovation, has become the gold standard against which all other outdoorindustry awards are measured.
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Choose Life
Thrill Sports Catalog
Shooter's Bible Guide to Knives
Learn to choose the best knife for your use, by exploring the history of this old but essential tool and
understanding the differences in each kind of blade, material and use.In thi? book, I will help you to
m?k? the purchasing ?r????? ?im?l?r b? d???ribing ??m? ?f the m??t ??mm?n blade designs ?nd th?ir
?r??ti??l u??? - Bushcraft knives - Survival knives - Pocket knives - Collectible Custom knives Hunting knives- Dive knives- Cooking knives

Comic Book Price Guide #16 P
Do you feel a soul-deep connection with knives and tools that are engineered to cut through other
materials? Does having a sturdy knife on your person imbue you with a profound, but somehow
unidentifiable, sense of security? The Edgemaster’s Handbook is just that: a book completely dedicated
to the care and usage of knives. Whether handling a dagger, stiletto, or bolo, you’ll learn the knife’s
purpose and how to use is properly while keeping the blade clean and yourself safe. Len McDougall has
spent his entire life—almost sixty years—learning the nuts and bolts of staying alive under adverse
conditions and the mastery of weapons. And now more than ever we will need to take his lessons
seriously, as understanding what to expect and how to adapt will increase the odds for survival.
Featuring methods that have been personally tested through hard, field-proven experiences, you will
learn everything needed to use knives for both outdoor living and protection. Included in this book are
many lessons on knives, including: Sharpening a blade How to properly identify different types
Collecting Using for survival and self-defense And so much more Whether for the collector or the
outdoorsman, McDougall shares all his knowledge and understanding of this tool for you to understand and
better appreciate. The Edgemaster’s Handbook is just that; a collection of tips, tricks, lessons, and
knowledge from a professional that will make sure you master the usage of knives in your daily life.

The Pennsylvania Sportsman
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You're in the middle of the ocean. The blazing sun beats down on you mercilessly. There's water
everywhere but you can't drink it. How will you stay alive until help reaches you? Will you: Work to
save yourself and others when your small airplane crashes at sea? Battle a fierce storm as a passenger
on a chartered sailboat in the Caribbean? Try to survive alone on a small fishing boat stalled off the
coast of Maine?

Comic Book-17ed
The recognized authority in this field and an established bestseller, this eagerly awaited 17th edition
features a 40-page color section.

You Choose: Can You Survive Being Lost at Sea?
Backpacker
Sun and Storm
Comic Bks Overs 18
In Wilderness Survival Knives the term survival knife is closely examined, and a wide variety of options
are shown that can fit this bill and help save your life in a wilderness survival situation. What makes
a good wilderness knife? What makes a poor one? These subjects, as well as exercises to improve knife
skills and avoid accidents, are shown through numerous color photos and drawings by author Clint
Hollingsworth, an avid, experienced outdoorsman and martial artist.

The Complete Survival Guide
Some survival guides explain the basics of how to make primitive tools. But do you know how to actually
successful hunt with spear, throwing stick, bola, or primitive bow? Making tools that you do not know
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how to hunt with will not get you to meat. If you’re hunting with primitive weapons, especially crude
survival weapons you’ve made in the field under actual survival conditions, you must adapt your strategy
to the weapons available or go hungry. Author James M. Ayres grew up in the Midwest hunting squirrels,
rabbits, and other small game with bows, spears, atlatls, and bolas he made myself. He has hunted with
bow, spear, net, and other primitive weapons with the Lacandon in Yucatán, the Igorots in the
Philippines, the K’iche’ in Guatemala, the Sasak in Indonesia, and others. In Survival Knives, he shares
his knowledge so you, too, can survive using such tools and weapons. It’s not enough to have a knife and
know how to make basic hunting weapons. That’s craftsmanship—not survival. Nor is it enough simply to
have a knife when trapped in an emergency situation, like a collapsed building. You need to know how to
conserve your knife and use it properly to escape so that it will not break and you are not injured.
Learn how to use survival knives, and how to use the tools and weapons you can make with the knife—not
only in wilderness, but also in urban areas, foreign countries, and disaster zones such as earthquakes,
floods, fires, and civil insurrections.

The Homeowner's Survival Manual
Provides a comprehensive manual of outdoor living, including the essentials of camping, fishing and
hunting, and other important information

One Knife for Each Use
Total Knife Manual
Written by the ultimate authority on comic book values, this expanded and updated guide lists over
80,000 prices for all mainstream comic books published in America--from 1901 to the present day.
Includes photos, a listing of comic book shops, marketing tips and publication dates. Illustrated.
(Antiques/Collectibles)

Survival/fighting Knives
Explore the many topics of the knife industry; military knives, swords and sabers, collecting and
restoration, etching, and forging knives the old-fashioned way. Read the biographies of some of the
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great makers, as well as bright newcomers to the art. Also includes a detailed knife trade directory for
supplies, knives and makers

Field & Stream
Disasters strike every day, but despite the best laid plans you may find yourself in one with only the
clothes on your back and without a well packed first-aid kit. In Essential Survival Gear, J. Morgan
Ayres explains in detail what you need to have when a dire emergency occurs, wherever you are, whoever
you are. Ayres—a former Green Beret, martial arts master, and wilderness and urban survivalist—explains
his four-layer concept (clothing, day bag, backpack, basic equipment and luxuries) and profiles and
provides photos of a broad range of gear, with recommendations on what works best in what scenario—from
cityscapes to wilderness and everywhere in between—and how to use it.

Pickin'.
The Muzzleloader
Survival Knives
The new Shooter’s Bible Guide to Knives sets the standard for comprehensive publications by carrying on
the Shooter’s Bible tradition of bringing together more products and information than any other source.
With photographs and descriptions of more than 400 knives, readers are treated to product highlights
from major manufacturers and custom knife makers. This book brings you from the blacksmith shop to high
tech influential designers with insights into blade steel, locking mechanisms, and handle materials.
When it comes to knives, this book is the source for the products and the passion.

Knives
Disaster Survival guide for the urban family with kids and pets. How to be prepared manual.

Gun digest book of knives
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Boys' Life
Essential Survival Gear
Provides detailed step-by-step advice on handling a variety of home repair problems

Backpacker's digest
"This handy reference shows how to use the iconic red multi-tool to handle 101 different emergency
situations. From starting a fire and making a shelter to catching a fish, building a stove, or applying
a splint, discover why the SAK is a must-have for everyday carry"--

Literary World; Choice Readings from the Best New Books, with Critical Reviews
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